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Introduction
Borel and de Siebenthal ([1])classifiedthe maximal subgroups of maximal
rank of a simply connected compact simple Lie group G and showed that anyone
of these subgroups could be realized as the fixed subgroup
Ga = {ae G＼a(d) = a}
of a certain automorphism a of order p (p ― 2,3,5). The problem of realizing
explicitlythese automorphisms a and subgroups Ga is important. In case G is of
classicaltype, this problem is very easy. In [10],[11] and [12], Yokota and some
members of his school realized all a and Ga explicitlyin cases G were of type G2,
F4, Ee and £7. In case G is of type E%, this problem has not been solved
completely. In thiscase, itis known ([1])that the type of these subgroups Ga and
type of G°
order of a
A＼ x E-i
2
D8
2
^8
3
A4 X
3
A4 A2 x E6
5
The subgroups of type A＼ x Ej and D% have already been realized explicitlyin
[3],[9] and [10]. One the other hand, Wolf and Gray ([8]) classifiedthe auto-
morphisms of order 3 of the simply connected compact simple Lie group of type
Eg and showed that the subgroups of type A% and A2 x E& were isomorphic to
SU(9)/Zi and (SU(3) x E$)/Zi, respectively. But the isomorphisms were not
completely obtained. In this paper, we shall explicitly give two automorphisms
of order 3 such that their fixed subgroups are isomorphic to SU{9)/Zt, and
(SU(3) x EA/Zj, respectively, and an automorphism of order 5 whose fixed
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subgroup is of type ^4 x ^4. The last fixed subgroup is realized as
(5(7(5) x SU(5))/Z5.
Finally we remark that three new realizations of the complex simple Lie
algebra of type E% are obtained in this paper.
The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Professor Ichiro Yokota,
who motivated the author to study on this subject and to Professor Hiroshi
Asano for his valuable suggestions and constant encouragement.
§1. Preliminaries
1.1 Let ei,...,en be the canonical basis of Cn and (x,y) the symmetric
bilinearinner product in Cn defined by (e;,e/)= dy, where dy means Kronecker's
delta. Let us define a bilinear symmetric inner product in the k-th exterior
power f＼{Cn) {0<k<n) by
(jci a ■･ ■a jtjt,yx a ･ ･ ･ a yk) = det((x,-,^))
(a,b) =ab,
k>＼,
a,be/i{Cn) = C
Then e＼xa ･･･ a eik(i＼< ■･･ < 4) forms an orthonormal basis of /＼(Cn). For
any u e f＼(Cn), there exists the unique element *(≪)e A" (C) such that
(1.1) (*(≫),i>)= (≪ a v,e＼ a ･･･ a en) foivef＼ (Cn).
Then the linear transformation
* =A*(C) - K~＼n
is bijective and it satisfiesthe following identity:
*2(≪)= (-!)*<"-*>≪ (≪eAV)).
Let p and dp be the representations of the complex special linear group SL(n, C)
and its Lie algebra sl(w,C) on f＼(Cn) (k>＼) defined by
p(A)(x＼ a ･･･ a Xk) = Ax＼ a ･･･ a Axk,
k
dp(X){x＼ A ･･･ A Xk) =
y~]
X＼A ･･･ A XXj A ■■■A Xk,
7=1
respectively.In particular, define the representations p of SL(n, C) and <i/>of
sI(≪,C)on A°(Cn)= C by
p{A)i = l, dp{X)l=O.
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Hereafter we shall omit the notations p and dp. We can easily obtain the
following:
Lemma 1.1. For A e SL(n, C), X e sl(/i,C) and u,ve f＼(Cn), we have
(1) (Au,'A-lv) = (*,v),
(2) {Xu,v) + {u,-tXv)=0,
(3) *(Au) = 'A-l*(u),
(4) *(Xu) = -tX*(u).
For any u,ve /＼{Cn) (1 <k<n), let us define a linear transformation
u x v on Cn by
hx≫:ih*(da * (n a x)) + (-I)""* (≫,v)x (x g C").
Since tr(n x v) ― 0, u x i; can be considered as an element of sl(≪,C) with respect
to the canonical basis of Cn. Let ~ denote the complex conjugation of f＼(Cn)
with respect to the real form f＼(Rn) except in the §3. Furthermore we can easily
obtain the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Lemma 1.2. For AeSL(n,C), X e sl(/i,C) and ≪,re/＼*(C), we have
A(u x t?)^-1= {Au) x (^"'p),
[X,≪x v]= (Zii) xdIbx (-'*≫),
r(nx i?)= i;x if,
HXD = ≪X ≫,
tr{X(uxv)} = (-l)"-k(Xu,v)
1.2 Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra of type E%. Since g is simple,
the Lie algebra Der(g) of all derivations of g consists of ad(R) (R e g) and it
is isomorphic to the Lie algebra g. Let Aut(g) be an automorphism group of
g and Innaut(g) an inner automorphism group generated by {exp(&d R)＼R e g}.
Since g is of type E%, the group Aut(g) coincide the group Innaut(g). Hence
Aut(g) is connected. Let g' be a compact real form of g and y a conjugation of
g with respect to g'. Define an inner product on g by
(RhR2) = -BJRuyR2).
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Then it is positive definiteHemiitian inner product. Let us define a group E% as
follows:
Es = {a eAut(g)|(aUi,olRz) = <i?i,i?2>}-
Since this group is a closed subgroup of the unitary group
U(q) = {a6lso(g)|(a*i,aK2> = <*i,*2≫,
the group E% is compact. It is clear that the Lie algebra of this group is iso-
morphic to g'. Hence the group E% is of type E%. In order to prove that the group
Isg is connected, we use the following:
Lemma 1.3.([2]p. 450). Let G be an algebraicsubgroup of the general
linear group GL(n, C) such that the conditionA e G implies A* e G. Then G is
homeomorphic to the topologicalproduct of Gf＼U{n) and a Euclidean space R :
G~ (Gf＼U(n)) xRd
where U{n) is the unitary subgroup of GL(n,C).
It is clear that the group Aut(g) is the algebraic subgroup of GL(248, C) =
Iso(g). Since Aut(g) is generated by {exp(adR)＼R e q} and
(exp(adi?)J?i,J?2) = -Bi(exp(a.dR)RuyR2)
= Ba{Ri,exp(zdR)yR2)
= -*8(*i,yexp(ad(-y*))*2)
= {Ruexp(ad(-yR))R2),
a e Aut(g) implies a* e Aut(g), where a* is the transpose of a with respect
to {RUR2) :(aiRi,R2) = {RuafR2). It is clear that Aut(g) flU(q) = Es and
dimjf E% ―dimgEs = 248. Hence we have
Aut(g) ~£8x iP8.
Since Aut(g) is connected, the group E% is also connected. From the general
theory of Lie groups ([7]),the connected compact simple Lie group of type E% is
simply connected. Hence we have
Proposition 1.4. Let g he a complex simple Lie algebra of type E% and y
a conjugation of g with respect to a compact realform of g. Then the group
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E% = {a g Aut(g)|(ai?i,ai?2)= (i?i,^2)} is simply connected compact Lie group
of type E%.
§2. The subgroup of type A§
In thissection,let us consider a complex vector space directsum
g = 0l(9,C)0AV)0AV)-
We definean anti-symmetricbilinearproduct on g by
(X,U,V) = [(XhUi,Vi),(X2,U2,V2)}
where
X = [Xi,X2] +uixv2-u2x vi,
M ― X＼Ui ― X2K1 + *(≫i A V2),
V = ―*X＼V2 +
rX2t?i
- *(≪i A ≫2)
In order to prove the Jacobi identity, we show the following:
Lemma 2.1. For u,v,w e /＼(C9), we have
(1) U X *(t?A w) + V X *(h> A If) + W X *(≪A 1?)= 0
(2) (m x w)v ―(v x w)u + *((≪ a i?) a w) = 0.
Proof. Put u ―u＼a m a 113,t?= ua a 115a % and w = 117a u% a 119.For
x,y e C9, we see
((≫X ≫)X,j) = (*(P A * (≫ A X))j) + 2/3(ll,P)(X,JO
= -(X A II,V A ≫)+ 2/3(ll,≫)(X,^)
Hence we have
(3)
= (X A tt2 A ≪3,≪)(≫!,j) - (X A Hi A ≫3, t>)(≫2,j)
(≪ x v)x
+ (X A U＼ A ≪2,t>)(≪3,J>)- l/3(≫,p)(x,jO
= (x A ≫2 A ≪3, I?)≪i+ (≪i A X A ≪3, u)n2
+ (≪i A ≪2 A JC,1?)≪3― l/3(ll, v)x
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Using this identity, we have
{a x *(i> a w) + v x *(w a ≪) + w x *(ii a v)}x
9
=
^Z^1
A " ' " A uj-＼ A X A lly+i A ･ ･ ･ M≫9,ei A ･■･ A £g)Uj
7=1
― (ill A ･ ･ ･ A≪9,≪i A ･ ･ ･ A eg)x ― (i)
Let us put x = Y?t=i xieu uj = Y?k=i ujkek and U = (ujk)e M(9, C). Hence we see
(ill A ･ ･ ･ A H/_i A X A Uj+i A ･ ･ ･ A Ifg, e＼ A ･ ･ ･ A ^9) =
(iii a ･ ･ ･ a ug ei a ･ ･ ･ a ^9) = det I/,
9
£
k=l
UjkXk,
where Ujk is the factor of Ujk of the matrix U. Therefore we have
(i) = Y] xkUjkMj - (det U)x =
y2
xkUjkUjiei - (det U)x
j,k i,j,k
Y^ Jc*(det U)8kiei - (det U)x = 0.
i,k
Then (1) has been proved. Now let us put u = u＼a h2 a H3 and v ― v＼a d2 a 1)3.
Using (3), for any a e [＼(C9) we have
((≫x w)v ―(≫x w)a, a)
= (((≪X W)V＼)A U2 A ≫3,a)- (((≪X w)l?2)A ≫iA l?3,≪)
+ (((≪X w)≫3)A V＼A ≫2,fl―(((≫X w)ni) A ≪2A ≪3,≪)
+ (((≫X w)≪2) A Hi A ≪3,a)- (((≫X w)n3) A Hi A ≫2,a)
3
= -(u,w)(v,a) + J2
3
YVll,-
A Ui+i A Vj,w)(ui+2 A Vi+i A Vj+1,a)
i=l j=＼
3
+ (v,w)(u,R)-J2
3
Y^("i
A VJ A ≫/+l.W)(≫,-+!A Ui+2 A Uy-+2,a)
1=1 7=1
= ―(≪ a v, w a a) = ―(*(*(m a ≫) a w),a)
Then (2) has been proved. □
From Lemmas 1.1, 1.2 and 2.1, we can prove that g becomes a Lie algebra.
Furthermore we have the following:
Theorem 2.2. The Lie algebra q is a complex simple Lie algebra of type E%.
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Proof. For a subset / = {ij,k} (i <j < k) of {1,2,... ,9}, we put
ei = et a ej a eke f＼(C9).
Let a be a non-zero ideal of g and let us put
q = A3(c9)0AV)-
There are three cases to be considered: (a) si(9, C) PIa = {0} and q C＼a ― {0}, (b)
sI(9,C)na^{0}, (c) qHa^jO}.
Case (a): Let p : g ―> sl(9, C) denote the projection. If p(a) = 0, then a is
contained in q, which contradicts to qfl a = {0}. For this reason p(a) is a non-
zero ideal of sl(9, C), hence we have p(a) = sl(9, C). For an element X ―
Ym=i En ~ ^^99 G SK9, C), there exists an element (a, i?) = (J^7 ≪/^/,£)_/･^/o) ^ q
such that (X,≪,≫) e a. Since [(X, 0,0), (X, n,≫)] = (0, Xu, -lXv) e q D a = {0}, we
foavp
0
0
= Xu
= -'Xv
5Z uIxeI
I
3
7*9 139
-3 y^ vJeJ+6Y1 vjej>
7*9 Jb9
i.e., k/ = 0 and v7 = 0. Then 0 # (X,≪,≫) = (X, 0,0) e sl(9, C) n a = {0}. This is
a contradiction.
Case (b): Since sl(9, C)C＼a is a non-zero ideal of sl(9, C), we have
sl(9, C) a a. For any e＼a e,-a e^ e /＼(C9), put
Z = -(J^-+ £# + £**)-£//･
Since (X, 0,0) e sl(9, C) c a, we see that
(0,et a ej a ek,0) = [(X,0,0), (0,≪,-a e,-a ^,0)] e a,
(0,0, et a ≪,･a ^) = [(X, 0,0), (0,0, -et a ej a ek)] e a.
It follows that qca. Hence we have a = g.
Case (c): Let R = (0,≪,≫) be a non-zero element of qfla. In case ≪ # 0, we
put ≫ = J2i ujei. Without loss of generality, we may assume ^{123} = 1. Putting
Sy ― (En - Ejj,0,0) g q and T ― (0,0, e＼a ^2 a g4) e g, we have
0 * ad(r)ad(537)ad(5'27)ad((S17)ad(536)ad(5'25)ad(514)i?
= (-^34,0,0)EsI(9,C)na.
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Then we can reduce this case to case (b). In case v =£0, we can similarly reduce
to case (b).
Thus the simplicity of g has been proved. On the other hand, since the
dimension of g is clearly 248, we see that g is a Lie algebra of type Eg. □
Let us define a conjugate linear transformation y and an inner product
(Ri,R2) on g as follows:
y(X,u,v) = (-%-v,-u),
(RuR2) = -BQ{RuyR2),
where BQ is the Killing form of g. We shall show that this inner product is
positive definiteHermitian. Now, let us consider another symmetric bilinear form
defined by
Bi((Xuui,vi), (X2,≪2,vi)) = trXiX2 + (hi,v2) + (h2,≫i).
Using (1.1), Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, we see that B＼is g-invariant. Since g is simple,
there exists some a e C such that B$ = aB＼([5]).For R = (En ―E22,0,0) g g, we
have Bi(R,R) = 2. On the other hand, we have Bg(R,R) = 120 by straight-
forward calculation. It follows that BQ = 6OB1. Hence we have
(Ri,R2) = 60trX(X2+ 60(mi,≪2)+60(n,r2),
for Rj = (Xi,≪/,wi)e g. It follows that (i?i,i?2)is a positive definite Hermitian
inner product on g. Using Lemma 1.2 (3) and (4), we see that y holds the Lie
bracket. Then it is clear that
tf = {Reg＼y(R)=R]
= {(X, u, -≪) e g|X e su(9),≪e tf{C9)}
is the compact real form of g. Furthermore, from Proposition 1.4, we see that the
group
Es = {ae Aut(g)|(aJ?i,aJ?2) = (RuRi)}
is a simply connected compact simple Lie group of type I?8-
Put co = exp(27ri/3) e C and define a transformation w : g ―>g as follows:
w(X,U,v) = (X,QM,CO2V).
It is clear that w e Eg and w3 ― 1.
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Let a denote the inner automorphism of group G induced by s e G, i.e.,
a(x) =sxs~l. We put G* instead of Ga.
Theorem 2.3. The subgroup {E%)w of E% is isomorphic to the group
SU(9)/Z3.
Proof. We define a map q>: SU(9) -> (EB)W by
tp(A)(X,u,v) = (Ad(A)X,Au,tA-lv).
For Y e su(9), we have
exp(ad(F,0,0))(X,≪,t;) = (exp(ad(F))X, (exp Y)u, (exp(-'7))i;)
= (Ad(exp F)JT,(exp l>,'(exp 7)"1!;)
= $?(exp Y){X,u,v).
Hence tp(A)is an automorphism of q. Furthermore, using Lemma 1.1, we have
((p(A)Ru(p(A)R2) = (RuR2).
Hence we see (p{A) e £"8.It is clear that w(p{A) = <p(A)w. Thus the map (pis well-
defined. Obviously (pis a homomorphism. We shall show that (pis surjective.The
Lie algebra of {E%)w is isomorphic to
{R e Q＼yR = R,wR = R} = {(X, 0,0) e q＼X e su(9)} s ≪u(9).
Thus the differentialof 97 is surjective. Since {E%)w is connected ([6]),ip is
surjective.
At last, we shall show that Ker^ = {/, col,co2l}. Let A be an element of
Ker^J. Since Ad(^4)X = X, we have A = C,mI where me Z and C = exp(2ni/9) g
C(C3 = co). Since
(*,≪,≫)= ^(Cw/)(X,n,i;) = (Jr,C3w≪,C6wf) = (JT.fl)*.,c2"!;),
we have m = 0 mod 3. Then we see that Ker^≫―{I,(oI,(o2I} = Z3.
Therefore SU(9)/Z3 ^ (Eg)*" has been proved. □
This theorem means that (E&)w is a subgroup of type A%.
§3. The subgroup of type Aj x E&
In thissection, we denote the complexification of any real vector space S by
Sc. And the complex conjugation of S with respect to the real form S is
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denoted by x instead of in §1,§2 and §4,because we have to distinguishit
from the following canonical involution ~ of Cayley algebra. The complex
conjugation in C ―Rc is also denoted by t.
Let (£be the divisionCayley algebra over R. We denote the canonical
involution of <£by x (x e C). Let
3 = {C/GM(3,C£)|C/ = /m
■
be the Jordan algebra over
a＼ x3 x2 ＼
x3 a2 x＼
x2 xi a3
I
eM(3,C£)
atczR
R with respect to the Jordan multiplication
Uo V =
l-(UV+VU)
In 3C> a symmetric inner product (U,V), a
product (U,V), a cross product U x V, a
determinant det C/ are defined respectively by
{U,V)=*(UoV), (U,V)
positive definite Hermitian inner
cubic form (U, V, W) and the
(tU, V)
UxV= U o V -Utr(U)V + ti(V)U) +Utf(U)ti(V) - (U, V)}I,
{U,V,W) = {U,V x W) = (U x V,W), det U = {U,U, U),
where / means the 3x3 unit matrix.
In [10],Yokota realizeda complex simple Lie algebra e^ of type E^ as
e? = {* e Homc(3c, 3C)I(^^, £/,V) = 0}
and he showed that the group
.-{
a g Is0C(3C)
det all = det U
(aU,aV) = (U,V)
is a simply connected compact simple Lie group of type E&, whose Lie algebra is
z6 = {</>e$＼(<f>U,V) + (UjV)=Q}
where V means the transpose of <j>with respect to (U,V). For 17, V e 3C, define
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U v V e ef by
(U v F)Z =
i(F,X)t/
+
i(t/,F)ir-2Fx
(17 x X), (Ie3c).
z o
Now, we consider a complex 81-dimensional vector space C3 R 3C. We
denote each element of C3 R 3C in matrix form as
't/f
U=(Ut)= U2
U2_
(UfE^)
For <f>e Hom(3c, 3C), X = (xv) e M(3, C) and £/=
^£/,XUeC3R 3C as follows:
$U= <f>U2 , XU =
(C/f)eC3R3c, define
xuUi +xnU2 + X13U3'
X21U1+ X22 U2 + X23 U3
X31U1 + X32U2 + X33U3
For U = (Ut), V ―(Vj) e C3 (g)3C, let us define a symmetric inner product
(17, V), a positive definite Hermitian inner product {U, V), a cross product
U x V, an element t/o F of sI(3,C) and an element 17 v V of ef by
(£/,V) = (I/i,F,) + (C/2;K2) + (C/3,K3),
(£/,F) = (l71,F1) + (t/2,F2) + (£/3,F3),
UxV
Uo V
' U2 x K3 - V2 x Ui'
U3 x Vi - V-i x Ui
_UlxV2-Vlx U2_
'(Ui
.{U3
Vi) (UhV2)
Vi) (U2,V2)
Vi) (U3,V2)
(tfl
(U3
v3)
v3)
＼{U,V)I
U v V = U＼ v Vx + U2 v V2 + U3 v F3,
respectively.
Next, let us consider a complex vector space direct sum
m = *I(3,C) 0 e6c0 C3 (x)3C 0 C3 (g)3C-
Furthermore, let us define an anti-symmetric bilinear product on m as follows:
(XJ, U, V) = [{Xuh, UU Vi),(X2J2, U2, V2)]
606
where
<
X
</>
[XhX2} +
[+l,+l] +
1
4
1
2
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UloV2-
f/, v V2 -
1
4
_
1
2
U2o V＼
U2 v V＼
U = hU2- (f>2Ux+X1U2- XiUi -Vix V2,
V = -Vi V2 + 'faVi - lX＼V2 + lX2V＼ + UixU2
Let ef be a complex simple Lie algebra of type E& which was realizedin [4];
cf = cf e <pc e fc e c e c e c.
Define a map //:t% ―>m as follows:
/
＼
f≫ -hi
＼co ―＼v ― r
＼n s
t
＼v + r
We can prove
have
that u is isomorphism by straightforward
■-2ri＼
v
.-y
＼
calculation. Thus we
Theorem 3.1. The Lie algebra m is a complex simple Lie algebra of type
E*.
Using the Killing form of z% which was obtained in [4], we see that the
Killing form Bm is
*m(*i,*2) = 60tr(XlX2)+^Bec(^J2) + ＼5{UU V2) + 15(ff2, ^i),
z 6
for Rj = (Xj, <f>t,U{, Vi) e m. We define a conjugate linear transformation y and an
inner product (i?i,i?2> on m as follows:
y(X, 0, U, V) = (-r'X, -t^t, -tV, -rU)
(RhR2) = -Bm(RhyR2).
Then we have
<*i,*2> = 60tr X!(t?Z2) +
^ec(^,TV2r)
+ 15(UU U2) + 15<Fi, V2).
Z 6
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This implies that <i?i,i?2) is a positive definite Hermitian inner product on m.
Using the following equations:
x＼U o V) = (tF) o (xU) and x＼U v V) = (rV) v (t£/),
we see that y holds the Lie bracket. Then it is clear that mv ―{Re m＼y(R) = R}
is the compact real form of m. Furthermore, from Proposition 1.4, we see that
the group
Es = {a e Aut(m)|(ai?1,ai?2) = (Ri,Ri)}
is a simply connected compact simple Lie group of type E%.
Let us define a transformation 5 : m ―≫m as follows:
S{XJ, U, V) = {X,</>,coU,(o2V).
It is clear that S e E% and <53= 1.
Theorem 3.2. The subgroup {E%) is isomorphic to the group
(SU(3) x E6)/Z3.
Proof. For any A e SU(3), we define a linear transformation i//(A) on m
by
+{A)(X,t, U, V) = (Ad(A)XJ,AU, lA-xV).
Obviously the map ＼j/: SU(3) ―>■GL(m) is a homomorphism. Furthermore, since
exp(ad(Y,0,0,0)) - ^(exp Y), (Ye ≫u(3)),
we see that ^(^4) is an automorphism of m. For any U, V e C3 0 3C> we have
(AU,AV) = (U,V).
It follows that
<^)*1,^4)*2> = (*1,*2>.
Hence ＼j/(A)e E%. Similarly, for any ae4 we define a linear transformation
//(a) on m by
li{*)(X,h U, V) = (X,Ad(*)t,aU, la-lV),
where 'a means the transpose of a with respect to (U,V). It is clear that the map
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fi:E$ ―>GL(m) is homomorphism. Since
olUi x aU2 = 'a~＼Ui x C/2), (aUu la~lu2)
u(a) is an automorphism of m. Since
J?ec(Ad(a)^y(Ad(a)^)r) =
6
we have
= (tfl,tf2), (UiE3C)
(ji{a)Rx,n(*)R2) = (Ri,Ri)-
Hence //(a)e E%. It is clear that ＼l/(A)pi(a)= fi(cc)il/(A).
Furthermore we define a map (p: SU(3) x Is6 ―>(Jig)*5by
p(4,a) =＼l/(A)[i(tx).
Since (5 = ＼jj{col),we have <5^(^4,a)= 9>(^4,a)<5.Thus the map 9>is well-defined.
Obviously <pis a homomorphism. Also we can prove that (p is surjective as in
proof of Theorem 2.3.
Next, we shall show that Ker^j = {(/, l),co/,co2l),(co2l,col)}. For (A,a)e
K&T(p, we have A = of11 and a = of I where n,m Z. Since
CM, f/,F) = ^(≪w/,≪"l)(X^, t/,F) = (X^,≪w+"£/,a>2^+")F),
we have that m + n = 0 mod 3. Thus we have
Ker^ = {(/,!),(≪/,w2l),(co2/,col)} s Z3.
Therefore (SU(3) x E^/Zi ^ (Eg)*5 has been proved. D
This theorem means that (^g)^ is a subgroup of type Aix E&.
§4. The subgroup of type A4 x A4
In this section, let us consider a complex vector space direct sum
I = Io 0 Ii c I2 c I3 c U
where
I0 = 5l(5,C)c6l(5,C),
ii = AV) R f＼(c5), 12 = AV) (8)A1!^5)'
i3 = AV) R AJ(c5), u - AV5) R A2(^5)-
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We define an anti-symmetric bilinear product on I as follows:
[Io,Io] czlo,
[Ml]^,
Po, b] <= I2,
[h
[Io
pi,
[12,
h]
U]
U]
h]
pi ,Il]
<=I3,
<= Io,
c= I? and
[(JTi,ri),(X2, F2)] = ([XhX2], [Yu Y2]),
[(X, r),jc R a] = (Jfx) R a + x R (F≪),
[(X, 7),AR j] = (JSTA)Rj + bR (-'Yy),
[(X,Y),cRz] = (-tXc)Rz + cR{Yz),
[(X, Y),wRd] = {-'Xw) Rd + wR {-'Yd).,
[xRa,wRd] ―(―(a,d)x x w, (x, w)a x if),
[A R j, c R z] = ((y,z)b x c,(A, c)z x j),
[I4J4] c=I3,
fxi R aux2 R≪2l = (*i a x2) R *(≪i a a2),
[fe.ycU and (I3,l3]<=Ii,
[hi 0y},b2 Ry2] - *(*i a A2) <g>(j! a j2),
Pl,I2]c:l3 and [U,l3]c:l2,
[x(g)fl,ARj] = *(A A x) R * (*(≪) A j),
[I2,I4]c=Ii and [I3,Ii]c=l4,
[bR y, w R d] = *(*(b)aw)R * (d a j).
In order to prove the Jacobi identity,we show the following:
Lemma 4.1. For x,y,z e A (C5)(= C5) and a,h,ce A (C5), we have
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
*(a) a* (A a c) + *(A) a* (c a a) + *(c) a* (a a A) = 0,
*(a a* (*(A) a x)) -f *(b a* (*(≪)a jc))+ x a* (a a b) = 0,
*(*(x a y) a z) = {x,z)y - (y,z)x,
x a* (*(≪)a y) + *(y a* (≪a x)) ―(x,y)a = 0,
*(a a* (A a x)) ―*(*(A) a* (*(≪)a x)) ―(a,b)x = 0,
a x *(b a x) + b x *(a a x) ―x x *(a a A) = 0,
*(*(a) a x) x y ― *(*(≪)a y) x x + ≪x (x a y) = 0,
(a x b)c ― *(*(a a c) a A) ―l/5(a,A)c― (A, c)a,
(x x v)a = - * (v a * (x a a)) + 3/5(x,y)a.
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Proof. (1): Let us put a = a＼a ai, b = a-$ a ≪4, c = as a O6 and a,-=
£?=1 ayej. Since
(*(*(a) a* (h a c)),x) = (a,*(A a c) a x)
= (ah*{h a c))(a2,x)-{a2,*{b a c))(aux)
―(a＼a b a c,e＼a ･･■a cs)(a2,x)
- (a2 a b a c,e＼ a ･･･ a £5)(≪i,x),
we have
*(*(a) a* (b a c) + *(A) a* (c a a) + *(c) a* (a a A))
5
£
7=1
6
£(
=-E
7=1
― !)'(≪! A ･ ･ ･ A fl,_i A flj+i A ･ ･ ･ A ≪6,^1 A ･ ･ ･ A ^5)%^/
a＼j a＼＼ ■■･ a＼$
a2j a2＼ ■■■ a2s
aej aei ･ ･ ･ ≪65
eJ
0
(2): Using (1), we have
(*(a a* (*(A) a x)) + *(b a* (*(≪) a x)) + x a* (a a A),c)
= (*(fi) A X, C A a) + (*(a) A X, A A c) + (*(c) A X,flA A)
= (*(x),*(A) a* (c a a) + *(≪)a* (A a c) + *(c) a* (a a b)) = 0.
(3): Forany v e /^{C5) = C5, we have
(*(*(x aj)az),≫) = (xaj,za≫) = (x,z)(y,r) - (j,z)(x,≫).
Then (3) has proved. (4) and (5): Let us put a = a＼a a-i.Since
(x a a,y a A) = (x,j)(a,A) - (≪i,j)(x a a2≫ + (a2,y){x a ai,A),
(*(A) a x, *(fl)a j) = (a,j a* (*(A) a x))
= (≪1,F)(X A ≪2,A)- (≪2,j)U A Ui.A),
we have
(jc a a,y a h) + (*(A) a x, *(a) a y) = (x,y)(a,b)
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Using thisidentity, we have
(x a* (*(tf)a y) + *(j a* (a a x)) - (x,y)a,b)
= (*(A) a x,*(a) a y) + (x a ≪,j a A) - (x,j)(a,A) = 0
(*(a a* (b a x)) ―*(*(A) a* (*(≪) a x)) ―(a,b)x,y)
= (x a A,j;a a) + (*(≪)a x, *(A) a j) - (x,j)(≪,A) = 0.
(6): Since
({xxy)z,v) = -(x a z,y a v)+4/5(x,y)(z,v)
(y,z){x,v)- ＼/5(x,y){z,v),
we have
(10) (x x y)Z = (j, z)x - l/5(x,y)z.
For v,we f＼{C5) = C5, we have
((a x *(A a x))v,w)
= (v a a, w a* (A a x)) - 3/5(*(a a A),x)(i?,w)
= (v,w)(a,*(b a x)) - (auw)(w a a2,*(h a x))
+ (≪2,m>)(w a ≪i,*(A a x)) - 3/5(*(a a A),x)(≫, w)
= 2/5(*(a a A),x)(≫, w) ―(≪i,w)(A a x a w a ≪2j^i a ■･ ･ a ^5)
(
+ (≪2,w)(b a x a w a a＼,e＼a ･ ･■a e$)
(b x *(≪ a x))v,w)
= (x a a, w a* (b a ≫)) - 3/5(*(a a A),jc)(≫,w)
(x,w)(*(a a b),v) + (ai,w)(b a x a w a ai,e＼ a ･ ･･ a e5)
- (≪2,w)(A A X A M> A ≪!,≪!A ･ ･･ A e5) - 3/5(*(≪ A b),x)(v, w)
Using (10), we have
(a x *(b a x))v + (b x *(≪ a x))≫ = (x, w) *
(x x *(≪
(a
A
A
h
b)
))v
-l/5(*(≪ a b),x)v
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(7) We have
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((a x (x a y))v, w) = (x a y a w, v a a) - 3/5(a, x a j)(≫,w)
= (x,v){y a w,a)-{y,v){x a w,a) +2/5(≪,x a y)(v, w)
= (x,≫)(*(*(a) Ay),w) - (j,≫)(*(*(≪)a x), w) + 2/5(a,x a y)(v,w)
On the other hand, using (10), we have
(*(*(≪)a x) x y)v = (y, v) *(*(≪)ax)- l/5(*(*(a) a x), v)y
= (j,≫)*(*(≪) ax)- l/5(a,x a v)y,
Hence
-(*(*(≪) a x) xy)v = -(x,v)*(*{a) Ay)- l/5(a,x a v)y.
(7) has been proved. (8): Let us put a = a＼a ay and c = c＼a c-y.Since
((a X b)v,w) = (a a v,h a w) - 3/5(a,A)(≫,w)
= -(≪i,w)(xa a2,b) + (a2,w)(x a ai,b)+2/5(a,b)(v,w),
we have
(a X b)c ――(fliA Ci,b)tt2A C2 + (fllA C2,&)≪2A d
+ (≪2a chh)a＼ a c2- (≪2 a c2ib)ai a ci +4/5(fl,A)c
On the other hand, for d e /＼(C5),we have
(*(*(a a c) a h),d)
―(a a c,b a d)
= (a,b)(c,d) - (≪ia ci,b)(a2 a c2,d) + (flia c2,b)(a2 a c＼,d)
+ (≪2a ci,b)(a＼a c2,d) - (≪2a c2,b)(a＼a chd) + (c,A)(a,rf).
Hence (8) has been proved. (9): Using (10), we have
(xx y)a= (y,ai)x a a2 - (y,a2)x a a{ -2/5(x,j)≪.
On the other hand, we have
(―*{y a* (x a fl)),A)= ―(x a ≪,j a b)
= (y,ai)(x a ≪2,A)- {y,a2)(x a ai,A) - (x,y)(a,b)
Hence, (9) has proved. □
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From Lemmas 1.1,1.2 and 4.1,we can prove thatI becomes a graded (i.e.,
[Ijt,I/]c ＼mwhere m = k + l mod 5) Lie algebra. Furthermore we have the
following:
Theorem 4.2. The Lie algebra I is a complex simple Lie algebra of type E%.
Proof. Let a be a non-zero ideal of I and let us put
101 = {(X, 0) e lo|X sl(5, C)} * sl(5, C),
102 = {(O,F)gIo|FgSI(5,C)}^5I(5,C),
q = ii e h e i3 e u-
There are three cases to be considered: (a) I01 n a ―{0}, I02 H a = {0} and
qna = {0}, (b) I01na#{0} or I02na^{0}, (c) qfla^{0}.
Case (a): Let pt : I ―>Io; (1 = 1,2) denote the projection. If /?i(a) = {0} and
p2(a) = {0}, then a is contained in q, which contradicts to qfla = {0}. Hence,
without loss of generality, we many assume p＼(a) ―I01, because I01 is a simple
Lie algebra. For X = X^=1 En ― 4Ess e sl(5, C), there exists (y,ai,a2,0(3,04) g
I02 c q such that (A^ F, 01,02,03,04) e a. Since
pf,Q),(X, Y,oi,a2,a3,a4)]
= (0,0, [X,ai], [Z,o2], [X,o3], [X,o4]) g qfl a = {0},
we have [X, a,-]=0 (? = 1,2,3,4). Since any eigenvalue of adX is not 0, we have
a,-= 0. Then we have (X, Y) e Io D a. Since
[(X, r),(£45,0)] = (5£45,0)Gl01n a,
we have I01 H a # {0}. This is contradiction.
Case (b): We may assume I01 H a
7^
{0}. Since I01 is simple, we have I01 <= a.
Since [I01≫I/]= h (i > 1), we have qco. Since
a 3 [Ii,I4]9 [ei R (ei a e2),≪iR (≪i a e3)]
= (0,-^23),
we have I02 H a ^ {0}. It follows that I02 <= a. Hence we have a = I.
Case (c): Let R = (01,02,03, o4) (a,-g I,-) be a non-zero element of qda.
In case ai # 0, we put oi = J2ij<k aijk^iR (f/ A ^)- Without loss of generality,
we may assume 0112 = 1. Putting Smi ― (En ― EjhEkk~ En) g Io and T ―
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£2<S>eia £2e I4, we have
ad(r)ad(5i523)ad(5>i4i5)aci(5i3i4)ad(5i2i3)i?= (-£12,0) e IOi(1 a.
Then we can reduce this case to case (b). In case a,-#0 (1 = 2,3,4), we can
similarly reduce to case (b).
Thus the simplicity of I has been proved. On the other hand, since the
dimension of I is clearly 248, we see that I is a Lie algebra of type E%. □
Let us define a conjugate linear transformation y and an inner product
(Ri,R2) on I as follows:
y{X, Y, x (g)a, h R j, c R z, w (x)d) = (-'X, -lY, w (x)d, c R z,~b R j, x R ≪),
(Ui,i{2> = -JBi(/?i,yi?2).
As in §2, we obtain
Bl(RuR2) = 60trX!X2 + 60tr Yx Y2 - 60(*i, w2){au d2)
-60(x2,wi)(a2,rfi) -60(j;1,Z2)(Ai,C2)-60(j2,zi)(A2,^i),
<i?i,i?2> =60trX{X2 + 60tr F;F2 + 60(xi,x2)(fli,a2) + 60(yi,y2)(bub2)
+ 60(zi,z2)(ci, c2) + 60(wi, w2){dud2).
Thus (R＼,R2) is a positive definite Hermitian inner product on I. Using Lemma
1.2 (3) and (4), we see that y holds the Lie bracket. Then it is clear that V =
{R e l＼y(R) = R} is the compact real form of I. Furthermore, from Proposition
1.4, we see that the group
Es = {ae Aut(I)|(ai?i,aiJ2) = (RUR2)}
is a simply connected compact simple Lie group of type E%.
Put tj= exp(2ni/5) e C and define a transformation i: I ―>I as follows:
i(X, F,ai,a2,a3,a4) = (X, Y^ai,^2^,?/3!^,?/^)-
It is clear that i e £8 and i5 = 1.
Theorem 4.3. T/ie subgroup (Eg)1 of E$ is isomorphic to the group
(517(5) x SU(5))/ZS.
Proof. For any A e SU(5), we define a linear transformation ty＼(A) of I by
i^1(^4)(lr, Y, x (x)a, A (x)j, c (x)z, w (g)</)
= (Ad(^)X, y, (^x) R a,(^A) (g)j, (U"1^ (g)z,(^"1w) <g>rf).
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Obviously the map ＼j/x: SU(5) ―>GL(l) is a homomorpfaism. For any Z e su(5),
we have (Z, 0) e Io and
exp(ad(Z, 0))(X, Y, x R a,b R j>,c R z,w R d)
= (exp(ad(Z))X, Y,((exp Z)x) R a,
((exp Z)A) R j,((exp(-?Z))c) R z,((exp(-'Z))w) R rf)
= (Ad(exp Z)X, Y, ((exp Z)x) R a,
((exp Z)A) Ry, ('(exp Z)"1^ R z,('(exp Z)~lw) R rf)
= ≪Ai(expZ)(Ar, F,xR a,AR y, cR z, wR </).
It follows that ＼I/＼(A)is an automorphism of I. Using Lemma 1.1, we have
(ijjl(A)Rl,iljl(A)R2}= (RhR2).
Hence ij/^A) e E%. Similarly for any B e SU(5), we define a linear transformation
＼I/2(B)of I by
＼I/2(B)(X,F,xR≪,ARj,cRz,wRif)
= (X,Ad{B)Y,xR(Ba),bR(tB-ly),cR{Bz),wR{tB-ld)).
It is clear that the map ＼j/2: SU(5) ―>･GL(I) is a homomorphism, ≪A2(^)e ^8 and
^1(^2(i?) = ^2(^1(>4).
Furthermore we define a map 9?: SU(5) x 5(7(5) ―>(Eg)' by
^,5) = ^(^)^2(5).
Since i = ＼l/l(rjl),we have ig>(A,B) =q>(A,B)i. Thus the map 9)is well-defined.
Obviously 9?is a homomorphism. Also we can prove that (p is surjective as in
proof of Theorem 2.3.
At last, we shall show that Ker q>= {(rfml,rjnl)＼m+ 2n = 0 mod 5}. For
(A,B) £Ker <p,we have A = if1! and B = rfl (m, ne Z). Since
(X, y,ai,<X2,a3,a4) = (p{fjmI,r}nI){X,r,ai,a2,1x3,04)
- (X, Y1r!m+2nahri2m-na2,rI-2m-noi3,rm-2n≪4)
= (X, 7,ww+2na1,?/2(w+2^a2,w"2('"+2'!)a3,w-(w+2n)a4),
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we have that m + In = 0 mod 5. Then we have
Ker^ = {(/,/),(^2/), (r}2l,rj4l),tfl,r,l),{f]4lrfl)} s Z5
Therefore (51/(5) x SU(5))/Z5 ^ (^s)1 has been proved.
This theorem means that (E%)1is a subgroup of type A4 x A4
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